The two-bit multiplier is a simple electronic circuit, small enough to be feasible for evolutionary design, and practically useful as a fundamental building block used in the synthesis of many digital systems. To attain understanding of the evolvability of this digital circuit, we consider its evolutionary design as a search on a fitness landscape. We study the structure of two-bit multiplier landscapes in terms of their ruggedness and neutrality. The motivation behind this research is to attain better understanding of how these characteristics are related to the feasibility of evolving digital circuits.
Fitness Landscapes
The notion of a fitness landscape, introduced by Wright (1932) , has become an important concept in evolutionary computation. The metaphor is taken from biology and it expresses the idea that evolution can be considered as a population flow on a surface in which the altitude of a point quantifies how well the corresponding organism is adapted to an environment. In evolutionary computation the fitness landscapes are simply search spaces defined over elements called phenotypes which are represented by their genotypes (sequences of elements taken from a finite alphabet). A fitness value is assigned to each genotype and the evolutionary algorithm refers to these values when deciding which phenotypes are to survive and reproduce. The fitness value of a genotype is evaluated by a fitness function, f, which measures how good the encoded phenotype is. The population of genotypes flow on a landscape guided by an evolutionary operator. In other words, the connections between the genotypes are determined by an operator that is employed to search in the landscape.
Following Stadler (1995b) , Stadler and Wagner (1997) , we consider that a fitness landscape, L, is defined on a graph, G f = (V; E), whose vertices are genotypes labeled with fitness values, and the connections are defined by the evolutionary operator which agrees with the concept "one operator, one landscape" (Jones, 1995) . The genotype representation, the neighbourhood relation, and the fitness function define the structure of a fitness landscape. The structure can be specified in terms of the ruggedness and the neutrality of the landscapes. According to Stadler (1995a) , Reidys and Stadler (1998) the ruggedness and neutrality of a landscape refer to the fitness differences between neighbouring points, and the flat landscape areas, respectively.
To investigate the ruggedness and neutrality of a fitness landscape we measure its information content and stability, estimated on time series that is obtained by sampling the values f i along a random walk on the landscape (Vassilev, 1997 for any fixed ". The parameter " is a real number from the interval 0; l I ], where l I is the length of the interval I. The string S(") contains information about the structure of the landscape (Stadler, 1995b) . Note that the function ft associates each edge of the path, that unites the fitness values ff t g n t=0 , with an element from the set f 1; 0; 1g. Consequently, each vertex of the path is presented by a string, s i s i+1 , which is a sub-block of S("). We define the information content of the time series for any " as H(") = ? P p6 =q P pq] log 6 P pq] ; where P pq] are the probabilities of the possible blocks pq of elements from set f 1; 0; 1g. The accuracy of the estimation is tuned by the parameter ". We use this parameter in order to assess the information function H("), and to estimate the information stability of the landscape. For us the information stability, " ? , is the smallest value of " for which S(" ? ) is a string of 0s. For further details of the analysis we refer to (Vassilev and Fogarty, 1998) .
The Two-Bit Multiplier Landscapes
We consider a genotype representation of an idealised field-programmable gate array (n rows, m columns, n I inputs, n O outputs) based on that proposed in (Miller and Thomson, 1998a) . The genotype is a composition of three chromosomes (partitions) which are responsible for first, the gates functionality, second, the array internal connectivity, and third, the array outputs. The three chromosomes have different lengths and they are defined over two completely different alphabets. The "gate functionality" chromosomes are strings over alphabet with length the number of gates. The "internal connectivity" and "array outputs" chromosomes are defined over alphabet , and they are strings with length the number of gates and the number of array outputs, respectively. The alphabet is a set of integers which represents the allowed logic functions. Therefore, the alphabet size, l , is the number of logic functions used in the circuit design. The alphabet is related to the size of the neighbourhood of the cells and array outputs, which is dependent upon a levels-back parameter, L. The alphabet is a set of integers -reference numbers of the cell's neighbours. Hence, the size of is l = n nL;
if L m nm + nI; otherwise :
Since each genotype consists of three chromosomes we assume that the original landscape for a given genetic operator is a superposition of three configuration spaces defined over alphabets and . 
The graphs G fi , G gi , and G hi are obtained by assigning each vertex from G nm l , G 3nm l , and G nO l , respectively, with a fitness value. The fitness values are provided by fitness functions ff i g 8i , fg i g 8i and fh i g 8i which are defined over the corresponding configuration spaces (Vassilev et al., 1999a) . The genotype of the two-bit multiplier evolved on 3 4 gate array. The row "Cell" gives the label of the cell whose genetic information is listed below at rows "Allele(Gene)". The landscapes, studied in the paper, originate from a two-bit multiplier evolved on 3 4 array of logic cells. The levels-back parameter is set 4, and the allowed two-input logic functions are 10 (Vassilev et al., 1999a) . The genotype is shown in Table 1 and the corresponding phenotype is depicted in Figure 1 . The most significant bits are inputs 1 and 3, and output 1.
Results
The information characteristics of the two-bit multiplier landscapes for onepoint mutation and uniform crossover are estimated on time series obtained by random walks 1 of 100; 000 steps, performed with respect to the genotype partitions. (1) functionality, (2) internal connectivity, and (3) output connectivity subspaces of the onepoint mutation landscape. The subspaces are characterised with flat landscape areas, since the information content H(0) of each subspace is significantly higher than log 6 2. The plots of H(") also imply to subspaces with significantly different profiles. For instance, the information functions of the functionality and internal connectivity subspaces decrease as " increases, while H(") of the output connectivity subspace increases as " increases from 0 to approximately 0:047.
Consequently, the plateau forms in the functionality and internal connectivity subspaces prevail in the corresponding ensembles of information objects, which is not valid for the output connectivity subspace. Figure 2b represents the information functions H(") of the (1) functionality, (2) internal connectivity, and (3) output connectivity subspaces of the uniform crossover landscape. Again, the information content H(0) of each subspace is significantly higher than log 6 2 which implies to existence of plateaus on the landscape. The depicted information functions, H("), reveal that these subspaces have similar profiles. The subspaces are characterised with multi-peaks configurations which prevail over the flat landscape areas. Consequently, the uniform crossover landscape has higher modality than the onepoint mutation one, which implies a landscape with higher ruggedness. It agrees with Miller et al. (1997) who suggested that the uniform crossover operator might be dropped in order to improve the search.
The plots in Figure 2 suggest a certain similarity between the mutation and crossover subspaces. Since the plots of H(") represent step functions we surmise that the landscapes consist of a small number of altitude levels which together with the flat landscape areas imply vast and sharply differentiated landscape plateaus. It explains why a genetic algorithm with simple elitism and population size 2 performs a successful search, locating a genotype with fitness values 1:0 (Miller, 1999) . It is obvious that such type of landscapes are hardly searchable by an adaptive population. That is why, Miller (1999) has suggested that probabilistic hillclimbing algorithms might be much more effective for such type of problems.
Conclusion
In this paper we studied the subspaces of onepoint mutation and uniform crossover landscapes, defined over a particular digital circuit. The circuit is a two-bit multiplier and it is evolved by a genetic algorithm. We showed that the two-bit multiplier fitness landscapes are characterised with vast neutral areas, hardly searchable by an adaptive population. It has been also shown that the functionality and internal connectivity subspaces of the onepoint mutation landscapes differs significantly from the other in terms of the landscape neutrality. This in turn poses the following question: is it efficient to implement digital circuit evolution applying the same evolutionary technique to all landscape subspaces?
